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ABSTRACT 

Information is the core and most vital asset these days. The subject which deals with Information 
is called Information Science. Information Science is responsible for different information 
related affairs from collection, selection, organization, processing, management and 
dissemination of information and contents. And for this information related purpose Information 
Technology plays a leading role. Information Technology has different components viz. 
Database Technology, Web Technology, Networking Technology, Multimedia Technology and 
traditional Software Technology. All these technologies are responsible for creating and 
advancing society. Database Technology is concerned with the Database. It is worthy to note 
that, Database is concerned with the repository of related data in a container or base. The data, in 
Database normally stored in different forms and Database Technology play a lead role for 
dealing with the affairs related to database. The Database is very important in the recent past due 
to wider applications in different organizations and institutions; not only profit making but also 
non-profit making. Today most organizations and sectors which deal with sensitive and 
important data keep them into the database and thus its security becomes an important concern. 
Large scale database and its security truly depend on different defensive methods. This paper 
talks about the basics of database including its meaning, characteristics, role etc. with special 
focus on different security challenges in the database. Moreover, this paper highlights the basics 
of security management, tools in this regard. Hence different areas of database security have 
mentioned in this paper in a simple sense.  

Keywords:Database, Database Technology, Security Technology, IT Management, Information 
Networking, Privacy and Security Management, Trust Management, Cloud Computing.
1. INTRODUCTION : 

Database security is a kind of collective measures 
which is required to protect as well securing the 
database from dishonest use. Moreover, Database 
Security protects malicious threats and attacks. 
Database Security is wide area and includes a 
multitude of processes, tools as well as 
methodologies keeps security within a database 
and allied environment [2], [7].There should be 
proper tools and way to secure the database and 
complete storage systems. Today almost all types 
of organizations and institutions are using IT and 
there all the date are saved into the database; so 

proper and adequate database security are very 
important and required. There are different 
methods for securing database and among these 
important are include access control, access 
authorization etc.  

2. OBJECTIVE AND AGENDA :  

Present paper is theoretical and basic paper and 
kind of overview regarding Database Security; the 
following are the core aim and objective of the 
paper— 
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• To know the basic of Database Security 

including its meaning, nature and 
characteristics in brief manner.  

• To learn about the basics importance and 
need of Database Security including allied 
fields of Database Security.  

• To learn about the probable situation for the 
security regarding database.  

• To learn about the threat and attack related to 
the Database Security in brief manner. 

• To find out the threat management of 
Database Security in basic and brief manner.  

3. DATABASE SECURITY: THE ROOT : 

Database security is an important component of 
IT Security and it is responsible for the protecting 
database against intentional as well as accidental 
threats. Database Security is not only applicable 
to the data resides in an organization's 
database;moreover, it is breaking the security of 
other part of the database or allied part and may 
ultimately affect the overall database structure [1], 
[3], [8]. It is moreover dedicated to the hardware, 
software part, human resource, and data safety 
directly and indirectly. For healthy and 
sophisticated security, it is essentialthat 
appropriate controls are ready and provided. 
database security is needed for managing 
following cases— 

• Theft and fraudulent. 
• Loss of confidentiality or secrecy, Data 

Privacy   
• Loss of data integrity. 
• Loss of availability of data and content 

These above-mentioned cases are only basic. And 
an organization should focus on reducing the risk 
loss as well as damage to data within a database. 
As a whole following figure: 1 can depict the 
areas of Database Security in brief. However apart 
from the technicalities database may also damage 
in physical cases and among the reason important 
are fire in the systems or computer room; or 
byfloods or by the overheating, static discharge, 
electronic breakdowns. Moreover, sometime it 
may cause for the equipment failures etc.  

 
Fig. 1 :Database Security, relationship, and 

applicability  
4. DATABASE SECURITY: ALLIED 
CONCEPTS : 

Database security is an important part of 
Information Technology Security and thus 
Database security can also be considered as a 
Cyber Security as well [4], [5]. Database security 
is one of the subset of IT Security and thus it has 
very close communication with other areas of 
security viz.— 

• Network Security 
• Web Security  
• Emerging Cloud Security  
• Emerging Mobile Security  
• Application Security etc.  

Security and its importance is increasing rapidly 
as all types of organizations and institutions are 
using Database. The threats and attacks are 
increasing rapidly and simultaneously defending 
methods as well.  

5. DATABASE, THREATS, AND ATTACKS :  

Different types of threats on computer systems are 
there, few are technical and few are from 
physical. Usually the security of the DBMS can 
be as follows— 

• Access authorization. 
• Access controls. 
• Backup of data. 
• Recovery of data. 
• Integrity of Data 
• Encryption of data. 
• Technology related to the RAID. 
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Hence, Database Security is about the 
protectingthe databases such as data, such as the 
database applications including the stored 
functions; and complete database and similar 
systems.As far as Security is concerned few 
things are very common viz.  Confidentiality, 
integrity and availability. Database security is 
affairs should be confirmed and measured by the 
following— 

• Technical 
• Procedural/administrative and  
• Physical 

There are different styles ofprotecting data can 
vary and increasing rapidly day by day. Among 
the possible, few important are include (but not 
limited to)— 
• Unauthorized activity by the authorized or 

unauthorized database users. And the users 
even may include the database 
administrators, systems managers, network 
administrators etc.Access of the hackers to 
the valuable, confidential and sensitive data 
[6], [9], [11].  

• Unauthorized and similar activities within 
the databases or various changes in the 
repository or database data or the database 
programs including the structures as well as 
security configurations.  

• Malware infections can be done with an 
unauthorized access as well as leakage of 
dataproprietary data. Delete data or delete the 
data or programs. Moreover, sometimes the 
denial of authorized accessmay act as attacks 
on database systems and can lead the 
database failure.  

• Overloads including the performance 
constraints are major database security issue. 
Moreover, the capacity issues resulting dad 
governance in database systems.  

• Physical damage is another concern which 
may cause by the fires or floods. Even 
sometimes it may be based on overheating, 
lightning. Some expert expressed this as the 
electronic equipment failures as well. 

• Design flaws (including the bugs in 
programming and simply in the databases 
programs can result the data loss as well as 
corruption even it may cause the 
performance degradation etc.; 

• Data corruption due to the entering invalid 
data and or commands, also mistake in the 
database can result weakness in database or 
repository systems. According to the NCC 
Group Study, UK following are the common 
database security issues (refer Fig: 2).  

 

 
Fig. 2 : Some of the common Database Security 

Survey (NCC Group Survey, UK) 

6. SECURITY MANAGEMENT & 
DATABASE : 

Database Security can be managed by different 
way and tools and among these few important are 
include as follows— 
• Recovery of the Systems/ Database: Database 

Management System (DBMS) should offer 
backup facilities having the recovery of the 
concerned database after, if failed. Backup 
copies are need to maintain regularly in a 
perfect location as well. 

• Minimizing unauthorized use of the database 
to the systems by ensuring strong as well as 
multifactor access including the data 
management controls  

• Load balancing and testing including the 
capacity testing id important in the database 
systems to ensure or user overload; it should 
ensure it is not crashing a DDoS attack. 

• Physical security of the systems (i.e. 
Database) including the server; all types of 
backup tools, devices and equipment should 
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be provided from the safety of natural 
disasters.  

• Monitoring, evaluation of the existing system 
of the database for the vulnerabilities are 
important concern [10], [12].  

7. DATABASE SECURITY POLICY : 

Every organizations and institutions this should 
take proper initiative and policies for the healthy, 
advanced and secure database system 
administration. Database administration plays a 
leading role in securing complete database 
systems and administration. A DBA is deals 
critical role in managing the databases of different 
kind of various organizations. Among the tools 
used by the database administrators to keep data 
safe and secure; few important are include— 

• Controlling access to the database 
• Providing the support services the client 

or users 
• Managing proper strategies backup as 

well as recovery of data/ contents 
• Ensuring data integrity 
• Controlling data security 
• Setting data privacy 
• Formulation of IT Norms and Guidelines 

[5], [13]. 
Moreover, the careful controlling access to the 
data helps in better data security as wellas data 
privacy. 

8. CONCLUSION : 

Databases and overall systems are normally face a 
number of security threats. Many of these threats 
are common in small organizations but in case of 
big organizations and institutions vulnerability is 
very importantas they hold sensitive information 
and different people and section used such. In 
Data loss, anyparts of a database can no longer be 
retrieved; so for secure data security it is very 
important and valuable. Physical damage is an 
important concern in database securityfrom the 
fire or water damage, human error or hardware 
failures etc. The norms and guidelines should be 
also an important matter for the healthy and 
sophisticated security practice as far as database 
systems is concerned.  
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